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Theunderstanding of biochemical processes and themachinery of life hinges on comprehending the structural
aspects of macromolecular interactions. This requires a systematic approach to analysing the vast manifold
of macromolecular associations, or complexes, typically determined from crystallographic or electron mi-
croscopy experiments. Specific points of interest include similarity measurements, multiple structural align-
ments and superpositions, conformational analysis, classification, and functional annotation.

While a considerable number of tools have been developed for analysing covalently linked structures, or single
chains [1-5], no methods applicable to the analysis of complexes are known to us. This may be explained by
the higher diversity and absence of canonical ordering of chains in quaternary structures, leading to higher
ambiguity compared to secondary and tertiary structure analyses.

We present FunCLAN, a novel approach and software solution for the analysis of protein complex conforma-
tions. FunCLAN combines unsupervised machine learning with physically informed scoring to transform a
practicably infinite, continuous, geometric phase space into a tractable and measurable discrete one. This en-
ables the robust classification and quantification of a protein complex’s in-sample conformational landscape,
canonical chain ordering and optimal multiple complex alignment and superposition.

The approach has been used to classify protein complexes, such as the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, into distinct
conformations, and measure the degree of similarity among them. FunCLAN provides a uniform and consis-
tent approach to the analysis of macromolecular structures. It can be generalised to the case of single chains
by applying the algorithm to secondary structures, or highly conserved ‘’rigid’’ regions.
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